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On-time constrained-envelope generator 106' operates in

a manner analogous with the operation of off-time

constrained-envelope generator 106. Threshold signal 120

and on-time signal stream 84 are combined in an on-time

complex summing or combining circuit 122' to produce an

on-time difference signal stream 124'. On-time difference

signal stream 124' is passed to the input of an on-time

discriminator 128' to produce an on-time error signal stream

130'. On-time error signal stream 130' is then passed to the

input of an on-time pulse-spreading filter 134', which pro-

duces on-time constrained bandwidth error signal stream

108'. Like off-time pulse-spreading filter 134, on-time pulse-

spreading filter 134', is substantially identical to first pulse-

spreading filter 76.

Since on-time constrained-envelope error pulses (not

shown) are derived from on-time pulses 80, the error-burst

peak and zero values occur at integral baud times, i.e., at

baud times t^, tj, t^, etc., hence between datum-burst peak

and zero values 102 and 104 of filtered signal stream 74.

Cbmbining circuit 110 combines filtered signal stream 74,

in the form of delayed signal stream 140, with both off-time

and on-time constrained-bandwidth error signal stream 108
and 108' to reduce peak magnitude components of filtered

signal stream 74.

A side effect of this methodology is that locus 72 at

integral unit baud intervals 64 adds a signal-dependent,

baud-limited noise factor to the positions of phase points 54
in constellation 46 (FIG. 3). Hiis results in transmitter circuit

22 transmitting a "noise-influenced" phase-point constella-

tion 46". In no. 7, noise-influenced constellation 46" is

depicted illustrating constrained-envelope phase-point prob-

abilities 144 of phase points 54 in accordance with a

preferred embodiment of the present invention. The follow-

ing discussion refers to FIGS. 2, 3, 5 and 7.

Phase-point probabilities 144 reside in noise-influenced

constellation 46" exactly as phase points 54 reside in con-

stellation 46, i.e., in the same configuration with centers at

the same locations. The actual location of a given transmit-

ted phase point 145 within a given phase-point probability

144 is a fiinction of a plurality of variable conditions and,

although somewhat correlated, except in certain specialized

cases, cannot readily be predicted. In effect, for a given

phase point 54, the resultant transmitted phase point 145

may be located anywhere within phase-point probability

144, i.e., within an indeterminate area having a center

coincident with the location of the original phase point 54.

The probability of transmitted phase point 145 being located

at any specific position within that indeterminate area varies

as an inverse function of the distance of that specific position

from the location of the original phase point 54.

For any given phase point 54, the transmitted phase point

145 may be said to be proximate its idealized position within

noise-influenced constellation 46". That is, a locus (not

shown) of constrained-envelope signal stream 112 passes

proximate the idealized positions of exemplary phase points

to> ^> etc., at the clocking instants in time.

The original phase points 54 of constellation 46, as

produced by phase mapper 44, are on-time phase points 90
(circles) of expanded constellation 46'. It is these on-time

phase points 90 that carry the intelligence of RF broadcast

signal 26 as ultimately transmitted. Off-time phase points 92

(squares) are by-products of pulse-spreading filter 76,

required to constrain spectral regrowth, and carry no intel-

ligence. Phase-point probabilities 144 of noise-influenced

constellation 46" represent the resultant areas of probable

locations of transmitted phase points 145 as derived firom
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on-time phase points 90. The centers of phase-point prob-

abilities 144 occupy the same normalized locations within

noise-influenced constellation 46" as do on-time phase

points 90 within expanded constellation 46*.

5 The positional aberrations of transmitted phase points 145

relative to the corresponding on-time phase points 90 rep-

resent a degree of positional error. This positional error

degrades the bit error rate and effects a detriment to trans-

mission. The absence of off-time phase points 92 with a

magnitude significantly greater than outer-ring magnitude

68 (FIG. 4) in constrained-envelope signal stream 112,

however, allows an increase in power output for a given

bandwidth and power amplifier that more than compensates
for the position error of transmitted phase points 145. A net

improvement in performance results.

Referring back to FIG. 2, the output of combining circuit

110, constrained-envelope signal stream 112, is passed to an

input of a substantially linear amplifier 146. Substantially

linear amplifier 146 produces RF broadcast signal 26, which

is then broadcast via transmitter antenna 24. In the preferred

embodiment, substantially linear amplifier 146 is made up of

a digital linearizer 148, a digital-to-analog converter 150,

and a radio-frequency (RF) amplifying circuit 152. Those
skilled in the art will appreciate that substantially linear

^ amplifier 146 may be realized in any of a plurality of

different embodiments other than that described here, and

that utilization of any of these different embodiment does not

depart firom the intent of the present invention nor the scope

of the appended claims.

Within substantially linear amplifier 146, digital linearizer

148 alters constrained-envelope signal stream 144 into a

pre-distorted digital signal stream 154. Pre-distorted digital

signal stream 154 is made non-linear in just the right manner
to compensate for non-linearities within digital-to-analog

2^ converter 150 and RF amplifying circuit 152, hence linear-

izing substantially linear amplifier 146.

Digital-to-analog converter 150 then converts pre-

distorted digital signal stream 154 into an analog baseband

signal 156. Analog baseband signal 156 is then amplified by

4Q RF amplifying circuit 152 into RF broadcast signal 26 and

transmitted via transmitter antenna 24.

In summary, the present invention teaches a methodology

and circuitry by which a transmitter circuit utilizing

Nyquist-type filtration may produce a constrained envelope

45 having a magnitude at or near the approximate uncon-

strained envelope magnitude of the desired constellation.

This enables the transmitter output amplifier to be biased so

that the maximum unconstrained envelope magnitude is at

or near the top of the amplifier's linear region without

50 incurring clipping of the constrained envelope transmis-

sions. This in turn produces a more eflScient output amplifier

and effects an increase in the power output of a given output

amplifier. Conversely, a lower power amplifier may be used

to provide the same output power that was previously

55 output. This effects a significant savings in output amplifier

cost.

Although the preferred embodiments of the invention

have been illustrated and described in detail, it will be

readily apparent to those skilled in the art that various

60 modifications may be made therein without departing from
the spirit of the invention or firom the scope of flie appended

claims. .

,

What is claimed is: j

1. A constrained-envelope digital communications trans-

65 mitter circuit comprising:

a pulse-spreading filter configured to receive a quadrature

phase-point signal stream of digitized quadrature phase
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a digital linearizer configured to pre-distort said

constrained-envelope signal stream into a pre-distorted

digital signal stream;

a digital-to-analog converter coupled to said digital lin-

earizer and configured to produce an analog baseband 5

signal from said pre-distorted digital signal stream; and

a radio'&equency amplifying circuit configured to gener-

ate a radio-frequency broadcast signal from said analog

baseband signal.

16. In a digital communications system, a method for the

transmission of a constrained-envelope communications

signal, said transmission method comprising the steps of:

filtering a quadrature phase-point signal stream to produce

a filtered signal stream, said filtering step spreading

energy from each phase point in said filtered signal

stream over a plurality of unit baud intervals;

generating a constrained-bandwidth error signal stream

from said filtered signal stream and a threshold signal;

combining said filtered signal stream and said

constrained-bandwidth error signal stream to produce a

constrained-envelope signal stream;

Unearly amplifying said constrained-envelope signal

stream to produce said constrained-envelope commu-
nications signal; and

transmitting said constrained-envelope communications
signal.

^
17.A transmission method as claimed in claim 16 wherein

said combining step comprises the step of reducing a peak
magnitude component of said filtered signal stream.

18. A transmission method as claimed in claim 16
wherein: 30

said generating step comprises the step of filtering an

error signal stream having one error pulse per unit baud
interval to produce said constrained-bandwidth error

signal stream, said filtering step spreading energy from
each error pulse in said enor signal stream over a

plurality of unit baud intervals;

said transmission method additionally comprises the step

of delaying said filtered signal stream to produce a

delayed signal stream; and

said combining step combines said delayed signal stream
^

and said constrained-bandwidth error signal stream to

produce said constrained-envelope signal stream.

19. A transmission method as claimed in claim 16

wherein:

said filtering step comprises the step of receiving one
quadrature phase point per unit baud interval;

said filtering step additionally comprises . the step of

producing two complex samples of said filtered signal

stream per unit baud interval;

said generating step comprises the step of evaluating one

of said two complex samples of said filtered signal

stream per unit baud interval to produce an error signal

stream having one error pulse per unit baud interval;

and
55

said generating step additionally comprises the step of

filtering said error signal stream to produce said

constrained-bandwidth error signal stream having two

complex samples of said constrained-bandwidth error

signal stream per unit baud interval.

20.Atransmission method as claimed in claim 19 wherein

said generating step additionally comprises the steps of:

providing said threshold signal; and

determining when ones of peak magnitude components of

a stream ofcomplex digital values of said filtered signal 65

stream exceed a threshold value of said threshold

signal.
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21. A transmission method as claimed in claim 16

wherein:

said filtered signal stream includes two or more complex

digital values per unit baud interval, said complex
digital values in said filtered signal stream exhibiting

local peak magnitudes; and

said generating step is configured so that said constrained-

bandwidth error signal stream includes two or more
complex values per unit baud interval; said complex

values in said constrained-bandwidth error signal

stream being responsive to said local peak magnitudes

of said filtered signal stream so as to spread energy

from selected oneis of said local peak magnitudes over

a plurality of unit baud intervals of said consu-ained-

bandwidth error signal stream.

22.A transmission method as claimed in claim 16 wherein

said transmitting step continuously transmits said

constrained-envelope communications signal.

23.Aconstrained-envelope digital-commimications trans-

mitter circuit comprising:

a binary data source configured to provide a binary input

signal stream;

a phase mapper coupled to said binary data source and
configured to produce a quadrature phase-point signal

stream, wherein said phase-point signal stream has a

predetermined number of symbols per unit baud
interval, said predetermined number of symbols defin-

ing a phase point in a phase-point constellation;

a Nyquist-type filter coupled to said phase mapper and

configured to produce a filtered signal stream;

a constrained-envelope generator coupled to said

Nyquist-type filter and configured to produce a

constrained-bandwidth error signal stream;

a delay element coupled to said Nyquist-type filter and

configured to produce a delayed signal stream synchro-

nized with said constrained-bandwidth error signal

stream;

a complex summing circuit coupled to said delay element

and said constrained-envelope generator and config-

ured to produce a constrained-envelope signal stream;

and

a substantially linear amplifier coupled to said complex
summing circuit and configured to. produce a radio-

frequency broadcast signal.

24. A digital-communications transmitter circuit as

claimed in claim 23 wherein said Nyquist-type filter is a first

Nyquist-type filter, said filtered signal stream includes a first

filtered-signal data stream and a second filtered-signal data

stream, and said complex summing circuit is a first complex
simiming circuit, wherein said transmitter circuit addition-

ally comprises a quadrature threshold generator configured

to-provide a threshold signal, said threshold signal having a

threshold value, and wherein said constrained-envelope gen-

erator comprises:

a complex summing circuit coupled to said first Nyquist-

type filter and said quadrature threshold generator and

configured to produce a difference signal stream,

wherein said difference signal stream is a stream of

difference pulses having difference-pulse values of a

first polarity and difference-pulse values of a second

polarity;

a discriminator coupled to said complex summing circuit

and configured to produce an error signal stream from
said difference signal stream, wherein said error signal

stream is a stream of error pulses substantially coinci-
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